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The following example shows how to load the list of products associated with a specific drop-shipper. opencart
multivendor drop-shipping sample Posted on Aug 8, 2016 in Uncategorized by webkulwebkul9 dropshippers,

OpenCart, nulled cart, sample, multivendor Posted on August 8, 2016 in Uncategorized by webkul How to get the
Product list of a Specific Drop-shipper in OpenCart 2.x? In OpenCart 2.x versions, the list of products of a

specific drop-shipper is displayed in the edit or product view page. So, if you need the list of products associated
with a specific drop-shipper from the admin panel, you have to update the edit or product view page template. In
this article, I will show you how to display the list of products associated with a specific drop-shipper in OpenCart
2.x versions. Let’s get started with the steps to display the list of products associated with a specific drop-shipper

in OpenCart 2.x versions. Pre-requisite Before moving on to the below steps, make sure that you have the
following files in your OpenCart 2.x version. OpenCart 2.x Proper OpenCart version Proper database

configuration Proper DB tables After going through the above pre-requisite, we can start with the below steps.
Step 1: Adding the following product attribute in admin panel Open the admin panel by navigating to the below

link. Admin Panel > Catalog > Manage Products > Attributes Here, you will see the main page with the attributes,
product categories and product types. On the right side, you will find the attribute section. Click on the ‘Add New
Attribute’ button in the attribute section. After clicking on ‘Add New Attribute’, you will get the following screen.
You will see the below attributes in the ‘Attribute Name’ field. You can add more attributes in the same manner.
Step 2: Adding the value for the ‘Attribute Code’ field Here, you will get the list of attributes for which the value

is to be added. By default, the value for the ‘Attribute Code’ field is ‘product_type’. So, in the
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